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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
As the first and only recognized voice for the Indigenous
tourism industry in Ontario, we acknowledge and respect that
Indigenous people in Ontario have relationships, rights, and
responsibilities to the land and water that provide so much for
us all. We also recognize Ontario is covered by 46 treaties and
that we are all treaty people.
We give thanks to the creator; Mother Earth; and all our
relations.
We give thanks to the business operators, Indigenous
leadership, Ontario and Canadian Governments; and all of our
partners for entrusting us to do this work.
We give thanks to the generations that came before us
providing an opportunity to build on their work.
We give thanks to the generations that will come after us who
will continue to build on this work.
We give thanks to our tourism friends and family who picked
up their paddles and continue to help us navigate the waters;
supporting us in countless ways.
We give thanks to those who challenged us to make this report
stronger for the people.
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In the spirit of improving the socio-economic conditions, prosperity,
and self-sufficiency of Indigenous people through the development
of the Indigenous food tourism sector, we will continue to
collaborate with all partners who share our values and support
Indigenous inclusion, cultural understanding, and reconciliation.
This work will help Indigenous people tell their story on their terms
and build an environment that promotes mutually beneficial
partnerships.
We would like to thank our Working Group members Trudy Metcalfe
Coe, Nathan Keeshig, Stephanie Young and Marc Bru for their
valuable contributions to the development of this strategy.
We would also like to thank those who provided translation services
to build on the educational elements of this strategy document.
Thank you to Layla Black and Shelby Bomberry from Woodland
Cultural Centre; Sandra Peltier from Wikwemikong; Polly KeeshigTobias from the Chippewas of Nawash Language Nest; and Charlie
Greg Sark.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over a two-year period between January 2019 and December
2020, Indigenous Tourism Ontario worked with partners across
the province to develop Feast: Growing Indigenous Food Tourism
in Ontario, a first of its kind in the world. The process behind this
ground-breaking work benefited from the ongoing and active
engagement of the Indigenous tourism industry members and key
informants.
This strategy was developed in alignment with Continuing Our
Journey: Strategic & COVID-19 Recovery Plan 2020-2025, and it
was informed by several guiding documents, including the Truth &
Reconciliation Commission of Canada: Calls to Action (2015) and
“Being Good Neighbors”: Methods of Indigenous Consultation for
Resource-based Research (2019).
We know that the diverse Indigenous cultures in Ontario, along with
their unique foodways, exist nowhere else in the world. This cultural
richness adds incredible meaning and value to visitor experiences
in our province. By working with our partners to harness the full
power of food tourism, we will improve Ontario’s Indigenous tourism
offerings through the development of both new and enhanced
genuine Indigenous tourism experiences. We are also confident that
when visitors from near and far take part in our immersive, one-ofa-kind experiences, cultural exchange and learning are possible.

OUR VISION IS FOR INDIGENOUS FOODS AND FOODWAYS
TO BE INTEGRAL PARTS OF ONTARIO’S IDENTITY.
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The important work ahead falls into five pillars: Measure, Co-create,
Empower, Accelerate, and Celebrate. These five pillars encompass
broad areas of action, specific actions, and outcomes that are
mapped out over a 5-year implementation timeline from 2021-2025.

MEASURE

•

Establish baselines and measure success

CO-CREATE

•
•

Identify areas for new product development
Increase awareness of Indigenous food tourism
amongst partners
Braid foodways into curricula

•
EMPOWER

•
•

Increase awareness of Indigenous food tourism
amongst industry
Inspire industry and support growth

ACCELERATE

•
•

Capitalize on quick wins
Build capacity and transfer knowledge

CELEBRATE

•

Increase awareness of Indigenous food tourism
amongst prospective visitors
Celebrate the diversity of Indigenous cultures and foods
Use food tourism to support Indigenous food sovereignty

•
•

We know that partnership is essential to the successful
implementation of this strategic work. For this reason, we will work
in close collaboration with diverse Indigenous and non-Indigenous
partners to seize opportunities for food tourism development. By
working together, Indigenous food tourism will continue to enrich
Ontario’s tourism offering, support the industry’s post-pandemic
recovery, and establish Indigenous foods and foodways as integral
parts of Ontario’s identity.
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INTRODUCTION
One out of every three international
visitors to Canada wants to participate
in an Indigenous tourism experience.
At the same time, experiential food
tourism is being sought out by travelers
around the world, making food &
beverage a vital component of the
visitor journey. In order to meet these
parallel demands, Indigenous Tourism
Ontario has prepared Feast: Growing
Indigenous Food Tourism in Ontario,
a strategy to guide Indigenous food
tourism development in Ontario.
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THE PROJECT
Feast: Growing Indigenous Food Tourism in Ontario is the outcome
of a multi-step research and development project that was
informed by several goals:

Establishing a clear vision for Indigenous food tourism
in Ontario;
Creating a strategic plan for developing Indigenous food
tourism over the next 5 years;
Having an industry that is both aware of, and interested in
growing Indigenous food tourism;
Forming a collaborative of implementation partners; and
Recognizing Indigenous Tourism Ontario as a leader in food
tourism development

Developing the strategy brought together separate but
complementary efforts. In 2019, we conducted research and
engagement activities to develop a food tourism strategy for
Northern Ontario. In early 2020, we repeated the process for
Southern Ontario, and in late 2020 we braided the two strategies
together, resulting in a 5-year Ontario-wide strategy for growing
Indigenous food tourism. Importantly, this strategy aligns with
Continuing Our Journey: Strategic & COVID-19 Recovery Plan
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IQAALUK
Inuktitut word for
Fish

2020-2025, and it was informed by several guiding documents,
including the Truth & Reconciliation Commission of Canada: Calls to
Action (2015) and “Being Good Neighbors”: Methods of Indigenous
Consultation for Resource-based Research (2019).
On the whole, we took a community-based participatory
approach to the research. We reviewed background documents
and conducted desk research; monitored industry conversations
and developments; conducted key informant interviews; hosted
both in-person and virtual industry meetings across Ontario;
and connected with existing and prospective partners. Prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic, face-to-face meetings were prioritized
and we had opportunities to sit down with Indigenous tourism
businesses to discuss how to grow the industry in Northern
Ontario; however, when COVID-19 emerged, we adjusted to virtual
engagements for the Southern Ontario research.
FOOD TOURISM
Food tourism includes any tourism experience where a person
interacts with food and drink that reflects the local cuisines,
heritages, or cultures of a place. Dining at a local restaurant, visiting
a farm, or attending a cooking class are some examples of food
tourism. The rise of food tourism stems from a shift to experiential
travel where visitors are immersed in the culture of the place in
a meaningful way. This is usually achieved through memorable
interactions with the local people, food, and environment. Food
tourism can involve any visitor-facing business that contributes to a
visitor’s appreciation of the destination’s food & beverage, including
accommodations; attractions; beverage producers; cooking schools;

FOOD TOURISM
is the pursuit of
meaningful
eating and drinking
experiences that
connect visitors to
the foodways of
a place.
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farmers’ markets; festivals and events; growers, producers and
harvesters; restaurants; retailers; and tour operators. Together,
these businesses make up the food tourism value chain.
According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO), “88.2% of destinations consider gastronomy a strategic
element in defining their image and brand”. The intangible cultural
heritage of food can also serve as a key point of differentiation
and provide economic opportunities for less visited destinations.
Moreover, by increasing demand for local food, providing additional
channels for its consumption, and celebrating local cultures, food
tourism can contribute to community-building and sustainable local
food systems. Due to its intimate and personalized nature, food
tourism can also promote cross-cultural connections. Within the
Ontario Indigenous context, this could have valuable implications in
the path towards Reconciliation.
FOODWAYS

FOODWAYS
shed light on the
physical, social,
cultural, economic,
and spiritual
elements that
inform the
experience of food
in a place.

“Food tourism is about more than food itself,”vi it allows visitors
to explore a place by “tasting, experiencing, and purchasing.”vii
Food tourism has integrity when it is built on local “foodways”, or
the relationship between people, place, and food. Food is innately
linked to the history, heritage, culture, and geography of place. As
such, foodways explain how people have shaped their landscapes,
traditions, and livelihoods through food. Since food tourism is
place-based, the strong connection between food and land is an
advantage for Indigenous food tourism development.
Virtually any tourism experience can be enhanced by food and
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drink. For Ontario, this means that current tourism assets, like the
region’s outdoor offering, can be enriched through relevant local
food tourism experiences, such as eating smoked fish by the water
or snowshoeing to a maple syrup camp. Additionally, food grown
and shared in urban centres provides visitors with an accessible
way to learn about Indigenous cultures and culinary innovations.
As interest in food tourism grows and visitors increasingly expect
food to be part of their experience, genuine Indigenous food
tourism can leverage this trend and provide that meaningful
connection to place that domestic and international travellers seek.
Moreover, the innate diversity and seasonality of Indigenous cuisine
means that the foods a visitor can experience across the province
change throughout the year and the region.

FOOD TOURISM
EXPERIENCES
allow a person
to learn about,
appreciate, or
consume food
and beverages
that reflect the
history, heritage,
and culture of
a place and its
communities.

TELLING OUR STORIES, ON OUR TERMS
Food is integral to Indigenous cultures across Ontario. Harvesting,
preparing, and sharing food are each important parts of cultural
revitalization and act as vehicles for inter-generational knowledge
transfer. The strong links between food and culture mean that
Indigenous food tourism is one of the most intimate forms of
cultural exchange that visitors can have.
While Indigenous Tourism Ontario believes that the development
of food tourism can present an opportunity to protect, share, and
celebrate our diverse Indigenous foodways, Indigenous Peoples
and communities should be empowered to follow nation-based
and locally established protocols to determine what aspects of
their food culture they share with visitors. A tourism experience
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appropriate for one community may not be appropriate in
another. As such, food tourism development in Ontario depends on
Indigenous Peoples being narrators of their own food traditions and
protocols, in accordance with the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada: Calls to Action (2015).
LOOKING AHEAD
We know that because of COVID-19, tourism in Canada must focus
on domestic travel in the near future. This unforeseen reality is a
chance to share Indigenous foodways with new markets closer to
home. We also see an opportunity to enhance existing tourism
experiences through food, while supporting the development of
new Indigenous food tourism businesses and experiences. Although
the COVID-19 pandemic has dealt a blow to the Indigenous tourism
industry in Ontario, pre-COVID figures show its significance. In 2018,
for instance, there were 614 Indigenous-owned tourism businesses
in Ontario compared to 479 in 2014. We anticipate that food
tourism businesses will play a key role in the industry’s growth as
part of Ontario’s pandemic recovery.
Moving forward, priorities include ensuring community involvement
in food tourism development, focusing on sustainability, preventing
the commodification of local cultures and cultural products,
mitigating the risk of over-tourism, and protecting long-term
community-access to foods and medicines.
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INDIGENOUS FOODWAYS
Indigenous food today is not subject to one definition, one set
of ingredients, or one story. It is a dynamic movement towards
revitalization that balances a wide variety of traditional precontact ingredients and practices with contemporary additions,
interpretations, and innovations. What does Indigenous food mean
to the mosaic of 374,395 Indigenous individuals, their communities,
and Ontario’s 614 Indigenous tourism businesses?
For some, only traditional foods and beverages are truly
Indigenous. For others, contemporary additions also count as
Indigenous cuisine. The Indian taco, for example, is a recent addition
whose position and “authenticity” in the context of Indigenous food
is sometimes contentious. The traditional-contemporary dichotomy
is a testament to the richness of Indigenous cuisine. It is undeniable
that the various Indigenous foods eaten across Ontario continue to
evolve today. To be accurate, the stories shared about Indigenous
foods via cultural tourism should reflect and explain this evolution–
especially, since the contemporary use of traditional skills like
hunting, gathering, toolmaking, and food preparation were identified
by Indigenous tourism businesses as being their communities’
greatest asset.
Indigenous foods and beverages in Ontario today reflect the
region’s diverse cultures, stories, and peoples. This said, we
recognize that there are some shared attributes that connect
Indigenous foods to consider in food tourism development.
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INDIGENOUS FOOD IS:
SEASONAL

CONNECTED
TO NATURE

LAND-BASED

SUSTAINABLE
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Many Indigenous foods are innately tied to place, meaning their
availability and consumption are determined by the seasons.
The link between Indigenous foods and nature is founded on
the respect associated with the sourcing and consumption
practices of diverse Indigenous communities.
Indigenous food is inextricably linked to land and place.
The health of the land is directly related to the health of
communities and vice versa. Whether cultivated or wildharvested, Ontario’s most iconic Indigenous foods are sourced
from local lands. Corn, beans, squash, moose, caribou, goose,
wild rice, maple syrup, berries, lake fish, deer, rabbit, and
ptarmigan are a few examples of these foods.
The seasonality of Indigenous food and its connection to the
land means that sustainability depends on nature’s ability to
replenish itself.

CULTURAL

Food is innately linked to culture, heritage, and traditions.
Indigenous foodways are inseparable from the Indigenous
cultural revitalization efforts being carried out across Ontario.

TIED TO
STORIES

The Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action include supporting
community-controlled education about contemporary
Indigenous cultures, histories, and trauma. Stories are also
the traditional avenue through which knowledge and values
are passed from generation to generation in Indigenous
communities.
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Along with these shared attributes, the diversity of Indigenous
foodways across Ontario is an important strength for Indigenous
food tourism. Celebrating this diversity must be at the foundation
of Indigenous food tourism development. Calling out differences
across the province allows for a richer and truer food tourism
offering. It also counteracts tendencies towards pan-Indigeneity
and presents an opportunity for education. Every visitor to
Ontario, regardless of where they come from, should leave with
an awareness of this diversity — understanding, for instance, that
there are key differences between James Bay Cree foodways
and those of the Mohawks of Akwesasne. Education is one of the
most valuable opportunities presented by Indigenous food tourism
development.
When visitors, especially food tourists, understand the diversity
of Ontario’s Indigenous cuisines, they are incentivized to seek out
Indigenous food tourism offerings on a repeat basis, looking for
food experiences tied to different Indigenous cultures.
TOURISM CONTEXT
Without question, legacies of the COVID-19 pandemic will impact
the tourism industry for years to come. Although the end of the
pandemic is now in sight and we are confident that the Indigenous
tourism industry will play a key role in Ontario’s economic recovery,
it is worth reflecting on this new tourism context when deciding how
best to grow food tourism.
On the one hand, The COVID-19 pandemic has put a huge strain on
businesses. “Indigenous Tourism Ontario estimates that Ontario’s
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Indigenous tourism industry will see the temporary or permanent
closure of approximately 350 businesses while losing 7500 jobs
and $370 million in direct revenues.”xii There is a lot of uncertainty
about which Indigenous food tourism businesses will survive and
how long it will take to rebuild.
On the other hand, the pandemic has exposed weaknesses in
global supply chains, and now more than ever people are looking to
shorten their own food supply chains and support local businesses.
There is also a growing consumer interest in where food comes
from. Food tourism is well positioned to take advantage of these
disruptions. In fact, it is both a short- and long-term growth area
for post-pandemic recovery. At the same time, e-commerce and
online sales will become increasingly important for food tourism
businesses. New technologies, including virtual reality, may also
become important elements of destination development.
In short, the COVID-19 pandemic has increased the importance
of local, regional, and domestic travel. Cultural tourists hesitant to
travel abroad will be looking for cultural experiences closer to home.
The Greater Toronto Area is home to a large and fast-growing
population, and this is an important potential visitor market.
Indigenous tourism businesses in Ontario are well-positioned to
benefit from the newfound interest of Ontarians to explore their
own backyards.
FOOD TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
The unique attributes of Indigenous foodways have direct
implications for Indigenous food tourism development. In order
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to meet the needs of Indigenous tourism businesses and the
communities where they are based, unique approaches to
food tourism development are essential. We have grouped key
considerations for Indigenous food tourism development in Ontario
into five (5) themes:
1. Food from the Land
As a result of Ontario’s densely populated settler communities,
Indigenous communities, especially in Southern Ontario, have
limited access to their traditional lands, and consequently, to
spaces where they can engage in hunting, fishing, and foraging.
Nevertheless, ties between Indigenous foodways and place remain
strong. Food and medicine continue to be harvested and grown in
urban and rural areas.

INDIGENOUS
TOURISM
features tourism
businesses that
are majority
owned, operated
and/or controlled
by First Nations,
Inuit or Métis
Peoples and
which demonstrate
a connection and
responsibility to
the local Indigenous
community and
traditional
territory where
the operation
is based.11

Guided by a seasonal calendar, hunters, harvesters, and growers
ensure continued access to traditional foods and consequently, to
cultural revitalization. Recognizing the individuals who collect and
cultivate food should be a priority in Indigenous food tourism. Food
tourism development must recognize that there is a limit to the
volume of wild-harvested food that can be shared with visitors.
Similarly, the seasonality of Indigenous food and nature’s ability to
replenish itself influence when specific food tourism experiences
can be offered. To secure continued and long-term community
access to these foods, food tourism developers must consider
the land’s capacity to regenerate resources, along with the social,
cultural, and environmental impacts that can result from diverting
ingredients to tourism, and design tourism experiences accordingly.
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2. Food as a Connector to Culture
Food is integral to Indigenous cultures across Ontario supporting
cultural revitalization and inter-generational knowledge transfer.
Links between food and culture mean that Indigenous food tourism
is one of the most intimate forms of cultural exchange that visitors
can encounter. The seasonal nature of Indigenous cuisines and
traditions mean that the foods a visitor experiences change
throughout the year. This diverse, ever changing, year-round
offering creates a more resilient tourism product.
Before food and culture can be shared, however, trust between
visitors and communities must be established. This will look
different community to community, with some communities
preferring not to share at all and others choosing to share only
specific cultural aspects. Trust-building might include visitors
agreeing to follow protocols before participating in a tourism
experience or establishing procedures to prioritize community
access to traditional foods.
To uphold the authenticity of a tourism experience, cultural integrity
must be ensured- whether it involves modern or traditional
interpretations of Indigenous cuisine. Similarly, transparency
around sourcing is also essential. Communicating where ingredients
come from (e.g. whether they were farmed or wild-harvested),
who supplied them (e.g. Indigenous or non-Indigenous suppliers),
and why (e.g. sustainability concerns) are important pieces of
information that provide visitors a genuine understanding of
connection to place.
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3. Food Sovereignty and Supply Chain Management
Any discussion of Indigenous food tourism must consider food
sovereignty and supply chain management. Indigenous food
sovereignty refers to the “principle that Indigenous people have the
right to culturally appropriate and healthy foods that are produced
through sustainable methods that include defining their own food
production, harvesting, distribution, and consumption beliefs and
practices.”
With limited access to their traditional territories, regulations
around serving game meats, cultural restrictions on selling wild
meat, and sustainability concerns related to harvesting, many
Indigenous Peoples have difficulty accessing their traditional foods,
let alone sharing them as part of a tourism experience. As such,
ensuring community access to available traditional foods must
precede food tourism development and a plan should be made to
ensure that community access to these foods is not jeopardized
by pressure brought about through increased tourism demand.
Moreover, when community needs are met first, this supports a
richer and more meaningful visitor experience within a destination.

FOOD
SOVEREIGNTY
refers to the
principle that
Indigenous Peoples
have the right
to culturally
appropriate and
healthy foods that
are produced
through
sustainable
methods.

The context surrounding Indigenous food tourism development
is unique and the Indigenous food supply chain has levels of
complexity that do not exist for all cultural groups. Challenges
exist all along the supply chain, from lack of freezer space to
restaurants with difficulties finding Indigenous suppliers. There is
also a disconnect between suppliers and visitor-facing businesses.
Addressing these supply chain issues will also strengthen
Indigenous food tourism. An important consideration is that some
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GENUINE
INDIGENOUS
FOOD TOURISM
EXPERIENCES
are only offered
by Indigenous
tourism businesses.
They are always
developed
by Indigenous
Peoples, not
about Indigenous
Peoples.14 Sometimes they feature
traditional
ingredients, food
sourcing, and
preparation
methods. Other
times, they reflect
a dynamic and
contemporary
movement
towards revitalization, balancing
pre-contact
ingredients and
practices with
contemporary
additions,
interpretations,
and innovations.

food products, like farmed white corn or blueberries, present
fewer sustainability concerns. Developing tourism experiences that
prioritize these foods would alleviate some negative externalities
associated with food tourism development.
4. Awareness and Education
Amongst both Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals, there is
a general lack of awareness around the types of Indigenous food
tourism experiences available in Ontario and the businesses that
offer these. This lack of awareness reduces the potential for food
tourism to contribute to economic development by limiting the
likelihood of word-of-mouth referrals and access to new markets.
Businesses must be aware of what each other are doing in order to
be ambassadors for Ontario’s Indigenous food tourism offerings.
Although there are several Indigenous restaurants in Ontario,
many non-Indigenous Canadians have yet to try Indigenous foods
let alone visit an Indigenous community. This lack of familiarity
means that some potential visitors may be intimidated or unsure
how to plan a trip. Education sits at the foundation of Indigenous
food tourism development. It’s important to use food tourism as
an educational tool to let visitors know how, when, and where they
are welcome to visit. School programming is another potential
focus for Indigenous food tourism that can support the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action by teaching young
Canadians (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous) about diverse
Indigenous histories, cultures, and connections to place.
Storytelling is an important tool for education and a mechanism
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for communities to tell their own stories on their terms. When
food experiences are accompanied by stories, visitors can learn
about the histories and traditions of the people behind the foods.
Stories and teachings can be shared in many ways, from including
Indigenous languages on restaurant menus to guided experiences
like cooking workshops. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s
Calls to Action include supporting community-controlled education
about contemporary Indigenous cultures, histories, and trauma.
Food tourism can be used as an educational tool to contribute to
this process. For food tourism to contribute to genuine Indigenous
cultural experiences, the stories and practices behind Indigenous
foods must be shared by, or with consent of, the Indigenous
communities behind them. Social media and other virtual platforms
are examples of accessible educational tools that food tourism
entrepreneurs can leverage.
5. Systemic Challenges
Indigenous food tourism development is surrounded by a unique
and overarching context that differentiates it from non-Indigenous
food tourism development; for example, Indigenous entrepreneurs
can face barriers to accessing capital at traditional financial
institutions. This important context, often the result of colonial
legacies, was kept top of mind in developing this strategy report.

SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM
EXPERIENCES
raise visitor
awareness around
the need to care
for the environment
by taking only what
we need. These
experiences respond
to seasonal supply
constraints and
respect nature’s
limited capacity to
regenerate.
Sustainable food
tourism experiences
also protect the
abilities of current
and future
generations to
access culturally
significant food
and beverages.

Other unique challenges facing Indigenous food tourism
development include restrictive government policies around
serving wild game meat, the fact that many Indigenous food
businesses are community-facing rather than visitor-focussed, the
limited online presence of Indigenous businesses, and the limited
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INDIGENOUS
CULTURAL
TOURISM
meets the
Indigenous
tourism definition
and in addition,
a significant portion
of the experience
features a distinct
Indigenous culture
in a manner that
is appropriate,
respectful, and
true. Authenticity
lies in the active
involvement of
Indigenous people
in the development
and delivery of the
experience.
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representation of Indigenous businesses on destination marketing
organization websites. Although there are a variety of Indigenous
tourism offerings at the provincial level, this is not always the case
at the community level. Some communities do not have a critical
mass of businesses or a diversity of tourism offerings.
There are also challenges across the industry as a whole, including
communication issues and labour shortages in the foodservice and
hospitality sectors.
Fortunately, Indigenous food tourism draws strength from a
number of unique characteristics and contextual pieces. Across
the world, there is growing international interest in Indigenous
tourism and cultural experiences. At the same time, we are seeing
momentum around Indigenous foods and industry personalities
right here in Ontario. There is also policy and funding support
for Indigenous tourism and food tourism development from
various levels of government. For instance, Indigenous tourism
development is a strategic priority of Destination Northern Ontario
and the federal budget focuses on Indigenous and food tourism
development.

PARTNERSHIP
Partnership and collaboration are
needed to bring this plan to life.
Although Indigenous Tourism Ontario led this strategy development
process, the resulting strategy is a shared plan for growth.
Implementing the strategy actions will require support from a range
of existing and future partners; a unique multi-sectoral approach is
required to support financial and organizational capacity.
At the onset of the pandemic, Indigenous Tourism Ontario
continued to strategically advance the Indigenous Food tourism
sector while working to represent the Indigenous tourism providers
hard-hit by COVID-19. ITO’s annual operating budget is set at
0.35% of Indigenous tourism’s contribution to Ontario’s 2019 GDP.
Comparatively, the Jurisdictional Scan Report found successful best
practices like BC’s Indigenous Tourism Organization (ITBC) received
0.83% for their operating budget based on contribution to the GDP.
To put this into perspective, non-Indigenous tourism associations
such as Ontario’s Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs) received
approximately 5% of tourism contribution to the Ontario GDP
for annual operating budgets. Strategic and ongoing investment
into Indigenous Tourism Ontario as the backbone organization for
Indigenous tourism in Ontario is required to successfully implement
FEAST: Growing Indigenous Food Tourism in Ontario.
We recognize the need to foster a culture of support for Indigenous
tourism across the province. A culture in which Indigenous tourism is
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an integral and defining part of marketed tourism products across
all destinations in Ontario. This means that national, provincial, and
regional organizations like Destination Marketing Organizations,
Regional Tourism Organizations, industry organizations, venues,
events, etc. all have a role to play in featuring, celebrating, and
building Indigenous tourism. Throughout the development of this
strategy, multiple industry partners expressed interest; contributing
their insights and engaging in conversations about implementation.
ITO is fortunate to work with a network of strategic partners,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike. With the help of federal and
provincial government agencies, as well as industry organizations,
the voice of Indigenous tourism in Ontario can be amplified like
never before.
Partnerships across Northern and Southern Ontario have already
yielded tangible results towards implementing this strategy! Work
on Destination Northern Ontario’s culinary itinerary and our pivot
for the first Royal Agricultural Virtual Experience are noteworthy
examples. Through this kind of inclusion, the broader tourism
industry upholds Indigenous tourism as a key part of Ontario’s
tourism value proposition.
To foster collaborative implementation of this strategy, Indigenous
Tourism Ontario will establish an arms-length food tourism table of
Indigenous food tourism industry members. The Table will address
challenges facing food tourism development that are beyond
the scope of our work. In addition, the Table will conduct further
research into relevant topics, tackle important questions, and work
to build consensus to drive Indigenous food tourism development.
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Below are sample questions illustrating the focus of the Indigenous
Food Tourism Table. These questions presented themselves to
us during the research process; however, they require further
research, reflection, and conversation to answer.
Is there a role for farmed game and produce in reducing sustainability
concerns around certain Indigenous foods?
How should the connection to place be explained when serving foods that
are sourced from elsewhere but offered to visitors in Ontario, for example,
Inuit foods like Arctic char or moose from Newfoundland?
How can food tourism support cultural revitalization? (e.g., can cultural
resources developed for tourism purposes be leveraged by community
members in educational initiatives, etc.)?
Is there a role for new technologies in supporting intergenerational
knowledge transfer around food?
Where does food tourism fit in the social, cultural, economic,
and environmental context of a community?
Can food tourism be a food sovereignty driver?
How can agricultural spaces both on and off reserve (incl. community gardens)
play a role in building a strong and just supply chain for Indigenous food tourism?
How can the food tourism industry engage policymakers to address policies
that hinder food tourism development (e.g., regulations around serving game
meat)?
How can food tourism support intergenerational knowledge transfer? What
are resources that can be developed for the purposes of food tourism and
leveraged to meet cultural revitalization goals?
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WORK WITH US
Are you an Indigenous tourism business owner?
A destination marketer?
A policymaker?
A funding partner?
Partnership includes many potential areas for support, and you
can co-own this implementation process with us! Among others,
opportunities to support implementation include workforce training,
experience and product development, marketing, and supporting
inclusive and culturally appropriate programs for Indigenous
tourism providers. We ask you to think about how you can
contribute to growing Indigenous food tourism in Ontario by reading
over the strategic actions described in the following section.
Through shared ownership of this important work, Indigenous
Tourism Ontario is confident that Indigenous food tourism will
continue to grow as a meaningful contributor to Ontario’s economy.

ARE YOU READY TO GROW INDIGENOUS FOOD TOURISM
IN ONTARIO?
Let us know how you can support implementation of this strategy.

CLIC K HERE
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OUR PLAN
Our vision is for Indigenous foods
and foodways to be integral parts of
Ontario’s identity.
IMPACT
This strategy will guide Indigenous food tourism development so as
to enhance the Indigenous tourism products that already exist and
encourage new, immersive food tourism experience development
in our food service businesses, along with our accommodations,
outfitters, attractions, gas stations, retail spaces, etc. This work will
increase the appeal of Ontario as a food tourism destination, and
the position of Indigenous tourism in this space.
Sitting at the intersection of the food & beverage and tourism
industries, the impacts of food tourism are particularly wide
reaching. Indigenous Tourism Ontario is committed to maximizing
the benefits that Indigenous communities and businesses see
from Indigenous food tourism development. At the same time, we
recognize that many of the benefits will reach further, contributing
to the cultural richness of the province at large and assisting with
Ontario’s post-pandemic recovery. When developed responsibly,
food tourism can have a positive impact on the economic,
environmental, and socio-cultural realms. With a focus on local
foods, food tourism strengthens local food systems, reduces food
miles, and localizes the impacts of visitor dollars. It also contributes
to cultural revitalization by protecting food traditions and
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celebrating innovations. Of course, these positive impacts are only
possible when tourism development respects the carrying capacity
of our communities and the environment’s ability to replenish itself.
PILLARS
Five pillars uphold the actions outlined in Feast: Growing Indigenous
Food Tourism in Ontario. These pillars are: Measure, Co-create,
Empower, Accelerate, and Celebrate. The following section
describes in detail each pillar and their associated actions.
Measure
Understanding the current state of Indigenous food tourism in
Ontario is a key part of harnessing the potential that food tourism
brings. We need to know where we are now so that we can chart
a course to where we want to go. To achieve this, we need a set of
measurement tools and strategies to evaluate the current state
and our success over time.
As a first step, we need to establish baseline data around the
current state of food tourism. Establishing baselines will allow us
to measure the success of our actions, evaluate our approach as
we progress, and open ourselves up to new opportunities as they
present themselves. Working with our partners and leveraging
existing standards and protocols, we will collect baseline data
around the state of the Indigenous food tourism industry as
well as of relevant internal and partner programs. A key data
collection activity will include the dissemination of our Indigenous
Food Tourism Standards & Best Practices Checklist. Using new
and existing datasets, we will develop standardized indicators
to measure outcomes of the strategy implementation process
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over the 2021 to 2025 period. Finally, to better understand our
competitive position, we will benchmark Ontario’s Indigenous food
tourism products and experiences against food tourism
destinations in Canada and abroad.
Through our actions towards measuring success, we will achieve
the following outcomes:
Clear diagnostic of the current state of the Indigenous food tourism industry;
Standardized indicators for measuring success;
Baseline data established;
Clear understanding of industry performance from 2021 to 2025, including
the impacts of and recovery from the COVID 19 pandemic on the industry;
Clear understanding of the success of the strategy implementation process
over the 2021-2025 period; and
Ontario Indigenous food tourism benchmarked against domestic and
international destinations.

Co-create
Partnerships in the post-pandemic era will be critical to the success
of the food tourism industry. Together, we need to co-create new
opportunities for industry, grow the next generation’s awareness of
Indigenous foodways, and build awareness of the industry amongst
partners.
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The value of partnering with others to drive action and co-create
impact cannot be overstated. For this reason, we will identify areas
of opportunity for community-led product development. We will
also leverage opportunities to increase awareness of Indigenous
food tourism among partners as a way to foster opportunities for
co-creation and collaboration with industry. Finally, we will leverage
partnerships to integrate Indigenous foodways into educational
spaces.
We must strengthen the Indigenous food tourism industry by
co-creating new products and experiences. This means
connecting entrepreneurs and community leaders to relevant
tools and resources in order to foster community-based product
development.
To start, we will use baseline data to identify destinations with a
high potential for new product development. By merging and adding
to existing databases, we will develop a provincial database of food
tourism businesses and products that includes the breadth and
diversity of businesses that could offer visitors a taste of place.
This provincial database will help us achieve the actions outlined
under the “measure” pillar as well as identify industry members
who can benefit from new creative partnerships. A beverage
entrepreneur, for example, may work with an Indigenous culinary
innovation centre to develop a food tourism experience.
The database can also facilitate collaborations between food
businesses that are visitor-facing and those that are not. This kind
of collaboration could involve a gas station serving foods made by
an entrepreneur who usually sells fry bread via the local Facebook
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Buy and Sell page. Through this kind of creative collaboration,
visitors gain access to taste of place experiences that are normally
out of reach, while local businesses reach new markets.
We will build awareness amongst partners about the Indigenous
food tourism industry, so that we can work collaboratively to
grow Indigenous food tourism. To facilitate partnerships, we will
develop a comprehensive database of all food tourism partners
including Destination Marketing Organizations, Regional Tourism
Organizations, industry, and community associations as well as local
and Indigenous governments.
With this database, we will advocate for our partners to increase
their promotion of Indigenous food tourism on relevant platforms.
We will also foster collaborative marketing at the local level by
encouraging the establishment of memorandums of understanding
or friendship accords between destination marketing organizations
and Indigenous communities. We will highlight Indigenous foodways
and food tourism developments in regular communications to
partners so that they know what is happening in the industry. At
the same time, we will establish an Indigenous Food Tourism Table
that will guide Indigenous food tourism development by tackling
important overarching questions and building consensus around
the best path forward.
Without a doubt, we also need to build awareness amongst
Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth to foster understanding and
appreciation for Indigenous foodways. To do this, we will establish
an educational advisory group to assess partner interest around
Indigenizing existing curricula at the primary, secondary, and post-
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secondary school levels. We will identify opportunities to inform
curricula and trip programming about Indigenous cultures, foods,
and visitor experiences. Finally, we will encourage collaboration and
exchange between Indigenous and non-Indigenous educational
institutions to grow awareness and capacity among the next
generation of tourism and hospitality professionals.
Through our actions towards co-creating Indigenous food tourism
with our industry and partners, we will achieve the following
outcomes:
A clear understanding on where to focus new Indigenous food
tourism product development;
Community-based product development support in place to grow
our Indigenous food tourism offering;
A live database of all food tourism partners, including a list of all
provincial Indigenous food & beverage businesses;
Increased collaborations between community-facing food
businesses and visitor-facing businesses;
Increased collaboration, marketing, and promotion at the local level
and increased promotion of Indigenous food tourism on relevant
platforms;
Foodways and food tourism developments featured regularly
through provincial partners;
An Indigenous Food Tourism Table and educational advisory group;
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Identified opportunities to inform school curricula and trip programming;
and
Indigenous culinary is integrated into Indigenous and non-Indigenous
post-secondary institutions’ tourism and hospitality programs.

Empower
Food-based experiences are an intimate way for tourism providers
to share their foodways and stories with the world. We need to
empower our industry with the tools and resources they need to
share Indigenous stories on their terms and seize the opportunities
presented by food tourism.
The opportunity cost of not participating in food tourism
development is high for any tourism business that has food stories
to tell. We are going to work towards increasing industry awareness
of food tourism as a growth opportunity. We are also going to
inspire industry to pursue the development of experiences that
showcase their foodways by providing material supports.
Tourism businesses cannot take advantage of marketing channels
unless they are fully aware of them, and what is required to have
their experiences shared through them. Indigenous Tourism Ontario
collaborated on and manages Indigenous Experiences Ontario,
which is a consumer-facing website dedicated to connecting
locals and visitors alike to Indigenous experiences. We are going to
work to ensure that all food tourism businesses are aware of this
platform, and know the steps required to have their experience(s)
featured on it. Similarly, we know that it’s difficult for tourism
businesses, and the communities where they are located, to stay
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on top of what is happening across the province in regard to
tourism generally and food tourism specifically. This is why we are
going to expand the readership of our newsletter, and use it to
share recent news and updates, events and opportunities, and
resources from the world of food tourism. This communications
effort will be complemented by the selection and management of
a third-party online platform to facilitate industry networking and
collaboration, such as a Facebook Group or other tool. Last, our
industry is stronger together, and we need to capitalize on every
opportunity to enrich the visitor experiences by showcasing the
value that we have to offer. One way that we are going to do this
is leveraging all opportunities to host or sponsor in-person and
virtual meet-and-greets between food & beverage producers and
tourism operators.
As an industry organization devoted to supporting the growth and
development of food tourism, we need to inspire our operators
to be innovative when it comes to sharing their foodways with
visitors. To do this, we are going to organize and implement industry
field experiences that expose new and prospective food tourism
businesses to best practices. As well as providing inspiration, these
best practice missions will connect our businesses to food tourism
leaders in other jurisdictions. For tourism start-ups and businesses
seeking to enhance their food tourism products, we are going to
provide dedicated support through advisory services that address
the specific needs of businesses. Through these specific initiatives
and our ongoing work across the industry, we are going to promote
cross-sectoral partnership by proactively connecting Indigenous
and non-Indigenous businesses and tourism organizations.
We know that visitors benefit from being exposed to Indigenous
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foods and foodways; however, we recognize the need to have
these more prominently featured in food tourism products.
To start, we are going to create a resource to assist festival
and event organizers with integrating Indigenous food tourism
businesses. We are also going to develop a toolkit to support both
industry and communities interested in sharing their foodways
with implementing one-time visitor activations, such as pop-ups.
Finally, the pandemic has taught us all that in-person visits and
interactions are something to be cherished, but it has also shown
us that we can share our stories in new ways. We are going to
work to ensure that any and all tourism technology solutions we
use to share experiences feature our foods and foodways.
Through our actions towards empowering industry, we will
achieve the following outcomes:
Increased industry awareness of marketing channels for their experiences;
Increased awareness of food tourism developments and opportunities;
Stronger connections and more collaborations between industry;
Opportunities for food & beverage and tourism businesses to network;
Opportunities for industry to learn from best practices;
Advisory services that respond to the needs of budding food tourism
businesses;
Increased number of partnerships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
businesses and organizations;
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Industry-specific tools and resources; and
Technological advancements in food tourism, including around
integrating virtual reality and augmented reality into tourism offerings.

Accelerate
Now more than ever visitors are craving unique, genuine, and
multisensory experiences that connect them to the peoples and
experiences that help to define the places they visit. We need
to accelerate our efforts to make Indigenous food experiences
a key part of Ontario’s transformative and regenerative tourism
landscape.
We are going to meet the increased demand for food tourism
by helping industry to take advantage of every opportunity to
showcase their foodways. At the same time, we are going to
prepare a stronger foundation for growing Indigenous food tourism
in the years to come.
Our lands are home to a breadth and diversity of forest and
freshwater foods. Through our knowledge, experience, and skills
we are able to work with and transform all of these. At the same
time, we need to continue to be good stewards of our lands as
we pursue tourism development. This includes recognizing the fine
balance needed between protecting and celebrating our foodways.
We will encourage the use of local sustainable ingredients and
celebrate these ingredients through our marketing efforts. At the
same time, we will promote businesses that exemplify Indigenous
food tourism standards and best practices. We see so much
potential for both businesses and destination partners to harness
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the growth potential that food tourism can bring to Ontario, so
we will work closely with those who are interested in developing
products that engage all of the senses.
We will begin this foundational work by directly investing in future
generations. More specifically, we will provide bursaries and
scholarships to youth who want to make their foodways a key
part of their professional or academic pursuits. We will also work
to support the development of Indigenous-led tourism education
and training programs that align with industry needs. To ensure
that training opportunities, tools, and resources are accessible
and relevant to Indigenous food tourism providers, we will create
strategic partnerships with tourism education and training
organizations. Community support for and involvement in food
tourism development is key for any business seeking to provide its
visitors with place-based, genuine Indigenous food moments. We
are going to create a framework to help guide the development of
community-based food tourism which complements existing tools
and resources such as the Indigenous Food Tourism Standards &
Best Practices Checklist. As we are engaged in this foundational
work, we are going to advocate for the inclusion of our food
histories, heritages, and innovations in existing cultural institutions
and exhibits.
Through our actions towards accelerating food tourism
development, we will achieve the following outcomes:
Increased use and marketing of local sustainable ingredients;
Businesses that are recognized for their high standards and best practices;
New and enhanced food tourism products and experiences;
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Indigenous youth that are weaving their foodways into their
academic and/or professional activities;
Indigenous-led tourism education and training programs;
Training opportunities, tools, and resources, that are can be
accessed by and are relevant to Indigenous food tourism providers;
A community-based food tourism development framework; and
Increased presence of Indigenous foods and foodways in cultural
institutions and exhibits.

Celebrate
To capture the benefits presented by food tourism, we need to
celebrate everything that Indigenous tourism businesses can
offer visitors and everything that food tourism can offer our
communities. We also need to use collaborations with Indigenous
and non-Indigenous partners to maximize the reach of our
message.
If we want visitors to incorporate Indigenous food tourism into
their trip plans, we need to celebrate the wide array of Indigenous
cuisines and related food tourism experiences. At the most basic
level, this means growing pride of place, celebrating differences,
and counteracting the homogeneity associated of pan-Indigenous
approaches to food tourism. It also means strategic food tourism
development to maximize the benefits seen by local communities.
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We need to get the word out about all the exciting developments in
Indigenous food and tourism.
To reach our key audience strategically, we will need a marketing
plan that prioritizes authentic storytelling. The plan must also
explore how best to leverage partnerships with diverse media
outlets and influencers to reach our target markets. We see
food tourism as an opportunity for education and we will work
towards this through an online campaign that teaches prospective
visitors about the diversity of Indigenous foodways, shares cultural
protocols as appropriate, and equips them with the information
that they need for a successful visit. For food tourism to thrive,
visitors and communities need to feel comfortable and safe.
Sometimes, achieving this is as simple as letting visitors know which
activities they are and are not invited to participate in.
To sustainably grow Indigenous food tourism in Ontario, it is
important for visitors to understand the diversity of Indigenous
cultures and cuisines. With greater awareness of the diverse
Indigenous cultures that call Ontario home, visitors will want to
interact with the wide array of Indigenous tastes and experiences
offered across the province. Not only does this encourage repeat
visitation to Indigenous tourism businesses, it also supports the
recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
In line with the marketing plan, we will launch a campaign to help
Ontarians, and those visiting from further away, learn more about
this diversity. We will also make it easy for visitors to find food
experiences through the Indigenous Experience Ontario website as
well as the Authentic Indigenous Moments platform.
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Finally, we must recognize the potential of Indigenous food tourism
as a force for good.
Food tourism is inseparable from food systems and food culture.
This interconnectedness means that, whenever possible, we will
leverage food tourism to support Indigenous food sovereignty. As
a starting point, we will connect food-based initiatives, education
programs, and traditional knowledge keepers with tourism
providers. Only when conversations begin between these groups
will the full potential for community benefit be available.
Whenever tourism materials are produced and experiences
developed, we will ask ourselves:
How can this be leveraged to support cultural revitalization?
How can Indigenous youth be invited to participate?
How can oral histories and stories be recorded and shared back to
communities?
How can Indigenous food tourism help to strengthen culture and
build food sovereignty?
We understand that many systematic and regulatory issues
limit genuine Indigenous food tourism development. We will
leverage existing research and conduct new research to shed
light on solutions and advocate for these when possible. With this
knowledge, Indigenous communities and businesses in Ontario will
be better equipped to celebrate everything that they can offer
to visitors and seize the benefits of food tourism. Partnerships
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with the wider tourism community and non-Indigenous destination
marketing organizations will be vital to sharing the message more
widely.
Through our actions towards celebrating food tourism
development, we will achieve the following outcomes:

A marketing plan for Indigenous food tourism;
Partnerships with diverse media outlets and influencers;
A collaborative marketing campaign;
A promotional/educational campaign;
Food promoted as Authentic Indigenous Moments;
Established introductions between food-based initiatives/education
programs/traditional knowledge keepers and tourism providers;
Tourism materials and experiences that can also be used for cultural
revitalization purposes; and
Research into policies inhibiting the growth of Indigenous food
tourism development.
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STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
The five pillars, areas of action,
and action items are scheduled
to take place over the 2021-2025
time period.
Collaboration with partners and guidance from the Indigenous Food
Tourism Table are essential to the successful implementation of this
strategy.
Although Indigenous Tourism Ontario will lead many of the actions,
commitment and drive from our partners will allow us to truly
harness the full potential that food tourism brings.
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MEASURE
ESTABLISH
BASELINES
AND MEASURE
SUCCESS

•
•
•
•
•

Assess current state of Indigenous food tourism industry
Develop standardized indicators for measuring success
Use existing datasets to establish performance baseline
Use data to measure performance from 2021 to 2025
Benchmark against domestic/international destinations

CO-CREATE
IDENTIFY
AREAS FOR
NEW
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

•
•
•
•

INCREASE
AWARENESS
OF
INDIGENOUS
FOOD
TOURISM
AMONGST
PARTNERS

•
•
•
•
•

BRAID
FOODWAYS
INTO
CURRICULA
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•
•
•

Identify destinations across the province with high
potential for new product
Use the Indigenous Culinary Innovation Centre of Excellence
to support new community-based product development
Create a provincial database that includes informal food
businesses
Foster collaboration between food business that aren’t
visitor-facing and points of interest

Develop live comprehensive database of all food tourism
partners
Advocate for increased promotion of Indigenous food
tourism on all relevant partner platforms
Foster increased collaboration, marketing, and promotion
at the local level
Feature the foodways and culinary tourism developments
within the province in regular and ongoing communications
to partners
Establish an Indigenous Food Tourism Table

Establish an educational advisory group
Identify opportunities to inform school curricula
and trip programming
Support Indigenous and non-Indigenous post-secondary
institutions with integrating Indigenous culinary into their
tourism and hospitality programs
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EMPOWER
INCREASE
AWARENESS
OF
INDIGENOUS
FOOD
TOURISM
AMONGST
INDUSTRY

•
•
•

INSPIRE
INDUSTRY
AND
SUPPORT
GROWTH

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Build industry awareness around the Indigenous
Experiences website
Use ITO newsletter to share updates around food tourism
development and opportunities
Select and manage online platform to facilitate
communication amongst industry
Host/sponsor networking opportunities for food & beverage
and tourism businesses at existing Indigenous
festivals/events

Host best practices missions
Provide advisory services
Encourage Indigenous and non-Indigenous partnerships
Create a resource for festival and event organizers
Develop a toolkit to support businesses with one-time
activations
Include food-based considerations and recommendations
in the “community tourism assessment tool”
Ensure that food is featured in any new technology advances

ACCELERATE
CAPITALIZE
ON QUICK
WINS

•
•
•

Champion available, sustainable Indigenous ingredients
Promote market-ready businesses at international events
Enhance existing food tourism experiences

BUILD
CAPACITY
AND
TRANSFER
KNOWLEDGE

•
•
•

Provide bursaries and scholarships
Support Indigenous-led training and education programs
Establish a strategic partnership with industry organizations
for accessible training opportunities
Create a framework to guide the development of
community-based food tourism
Advocate for existing exhibits and institutions to feature
stories of Indigenous foods

•
•
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CELEBRATE
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INCREASE
AWARENESS
OF
INDIGENOUS
FOOD TOURISM
AMONGST
PROSPECTIVE
VISITORS

•
•
•

Develop a marketing plan for Indigenous food tourism
Establish partnerships with diverse media outlets
and influencers
Launch/coordinate a collaborative campaign

CELEBRATE THE
DIVERSITY OF
INDIGENOUS
CULTURES
AND FOODS

•
•

Develop promotional/educational campaign
Promote food as part of Authentic Indigenous Moments

USE FOOD
TOURISM TO
SUPPORT
INDIGENOUS
FOOD
SOVEREIGNTY

•

Facilitate introductions between food-based initiatives,
education programs, traditional knowledge keepers
and tourism providers
Facilitate the creation and dissemination of tourism content
that can also be used for cultural revitalization purposes
Support research into policies inhibiting the growth of
Indigenous food tourism development

•
•
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2015

Soon to be President and CEO, Kevin Eshkawkogan named Tourism
Champion of the Year at the 2015 Ontario Tourism Summit.

2016

Indigenous Tourism Association of Ontario (ITO) is incorporated.

2018

ITO President and CEO, Kevin Eshkawkogan, joins Indigenous
Tourism Industry Association of Ontario (TIAO) Board of Directors.

APR 2019

Production of the Northern Ontario Indigenous Food Tourism
Position Paper.

NOV 2019

Creation of the Indigenous Food Tourism Standards and Best
Practices Checklist to provoke thinking around the expectations
and standards of quality food tourism experiences and empower
businesses to self-assess their readiness to deliver genuine food
tourism experiences and welcome food tourists.

NOV 2019

Spotlight on Local booth at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair
showcasing members who offer Indigenous food products and
experiences.

NOV 2019

Culinary Tourism Alliance presents Food Tourism Standards
and Best Practices Checklist at the Atlas conference in Bogota,
Colombia.

NOV 2019

Indigenous Tourism Ontario and Culinary Tourism Alliance
co-present at the International Indigenous Tourism Conference
in Kelowna, BC.
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DEC 2019

In partnership with Destination Northern Ontario, Indigenous
Tourism Ontario develops a Northern Ontario food tourism strategy
framework that is later braided with the Southern Ontario food
tourism strategy framework to become the world’s first Indigenous
food tourism strategy.

FEB 2020

Southern Ontario food tourism strategy framework development
begins.

JUN 2020

Launch of five-year Strategic & COVID-19 Recovery Plan,
Continuing Our Journey, which serves to Preserve, Renew, and
Rejuvenate Canada’s largest Indigenous tourism industry.

JUN 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario and Indigenous Experience
Ontario (IEO) partner to launch new website that serves as an
Indigenous tourism marketing hub putting a spotlight on Ontario’s
genuine Indigenous experiences, restaurants, attractions, and
accommodations in one place

JUN 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario selected as one of five organizations
to participate in the Roots to Recovery program organized by the
Travel Foundation and City Nation Place.

JUN 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario partners with Indigenous Experiences
(IE) to produce interactive culinary workshops and a virtual
Indigenous marketplace for the annual Summer Solstice Indigenous
Festival (SSIF) Virtual Edition.

JUN 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario and ORIGIN partner to produce
compelling, real-life Indigenous tourism experiences in Virtual
Reality (VR). The innovative technology is used to enhance product
offerings.
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JUL 2020

Destination Ontario awards Indigenous Tourism Ontario with
$100,000 domestic recovery marketing support grant.

AUG 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario acknowledged as the recognized voice
for Indigenous tourism in Ontario by the Chiefs of Ontario (COO).
COO acknowledges that ITO’s mandate is consistent with and aligns
with the COO’s mandate.

SEP 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario and Science North partner to bring the
Indigenous Ingenuity travelling exhibit to Northern Ontario.

OCT 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario presents plans for Indigenous food
tourism development at the first ever Indigenous Tourism Forum of
the Americas virtual event.

NOV 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario activates the Royal Agricultural Virtual
Experience through a virtual booth, culinary segments, fireside
chat featuring Indigenous chefs from Ontario, and showcase of
members that offer Indigenous food products and experiences.

NOV 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario and Destination Northern Ontario
awarded with the 2020 Culinary Tourism Leadership Award.

DEC 2020

Indigenous Tourism Ontario partners with EXAR Studios to develop
interactive Augmented Reality Indigenous experiences.

JAN 2021

Indigenous Tourism Ontario is featured in Forbes article: “Indigenous
Food Tourism in Canada Ahead of Post-Pandemic Trends”

MOVING FORWARD
Food tourism development means using food & beverage to
enhance existing Indigenous tourism offerings, from canoe trips to
accommodations. It also means working in partnership to develop new
and immersive tourism experiences that celebrate Indigenous foods
and foodways. To fully capitalize on the power of food tourism, our
partner organizations must continue to work to create synergy with us,
including strengthening local food systems, as these are the foundation
for sustainable food tourism development. The Indigenous Food Tourism
Table will also play a key role in this process.
Making Indigenous foods and foodways integral parts of Ontario’s
identity will take hard work but now is the right time to grow Indigenous
food tourism. Visitors from near and far are looking to experience
culture through food & beverage. Food tourism can serve as a catalyst
for increased dialogue and cultural exchange, support Indigenousowned businesses, and contribute to community development. With the
end of the COVID-19 pandemic in sight, food tourism can also support
our recovery.
Guided by the five pillars: measure, co-create, empower, accelerate,
and celebrate, we will work collaboratively with partners to implement
the actions outlined in this strategy. Together, we can build on preceding
work, harness opportunities, and respond to visitor demand while
showcasing diverse Indigenous cultures in Ontario through genuine food
moments.
We know that the stories and traditions behind Indigenous foods and
foodways in Ontario make Indigenous food tourism experiences a
unique tourism offering that cannot be replicated anywhere
in the world!
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GLOSSARY

AND LANGUAGE USE
In this tool, the word Indigenous refers broadly to First Nation, Inuit, and Métis
groups and individuals. We acknowledge that internationally, the term Indigenous
extends beyond this, so we recognize the United Nations definition where the
term Indigenous represents diverse peoples, each with a distinct “identity, way
of life, and ... right to traditional lands, territories and natural resources”.17 We
also recognize the distinction-based protocols of different Indigenous groups in
Canada and abroad.
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FOOD
TOURISM

The pursuit of meaningful eating and drinking experiences that
connect visitors to the foodways of a place.

FOODWAYS

Foodways shed light on the physical, social, cultural, economic,
and spiritual factors that inform the experience of food in a
place. In other words, foodways explain the “who, what, where,
when, why, and how” of food being tied to place.

TASTES OF
PLACE

Tastes of place include memorable eating and drinking
experiences that bring to life the story behind the foodways
of a region or area. Tastes of place are about more than local
food. Intangible community assets, such as hospitality and local
character also provide tastes of place.

FOOD
TOURISM
EXPERIENCE

A food tourism experience allows a person to learn about,
appreciate, or consume food & beverages that reflect the
history, heritage, and culture of a place and its communities.

INDIGENOUS
TOURISM

Indigenous tourism features tourism businesses that are
majority owned, operated and/or controlled by First Nations,
Inuit, or Métis Peoples and which demonstrate a connection and
responsibility to the local Indigenous community and traditional
territory where the operation is based.18
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INDIGENOUS
CULTURAL
TOURISM

Indigenous cultural tourism meets the Indigenous tourism
definition and in addition, a significant portion of the experience
features a distinct Indigenous culture in a manner that is
appropriate, respectful, and true. Authenticity lies in the active
involvement of Indigenous people in the development and
delivery of the experience.
Although there are tourism businesses neither majority owned
nor operated by Indigenous people that offer ‘Indigenous
tourism experiences’, genuine Indigenous cultural tourism is
always developed by Indigenous Peoples, not about Indigenous
Peoples.19

GENUINE
INDIGENOUS
FOOD TOURISM
EXPERIENCES

Genuine Indigenous food tourism experiences are only offered
by Indigenous tourism businesses. Sometimes they feature
traditional ingredients, food sourcing, and preparation methods.
Other times, they reflect a dynamic and contemporary
movement towards revitalization, balancing pre-contact
ingredients and practices with contemporary additions,
interpretations, and innovations.
By providing that meaningful connection to place that today’s
travellers seek, Indigenous food & beverage can be used as
a tool to increase dialogue and cultural education, while also
contributing economically to Indigenous-owned businesses and
supporting community development.

SUSTAINABLE
FOOD TOURISM

A sustainable food tourism experience raises visitor awareness
around the need to care for the environment by taking only
what we need. These experiences respond to seasonal supply
constraints and respect nature’s limited capacity to regenerate.
Sustainable food tourism experiences also protect the abilities
of current and future generations to access culturally significant
food & beverages.
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